SYLLABUS
I.

COURSE TITLE
ART 441

II.

Art in Secondary Schools

3 semester hours

PREREQUISITES
ART 207

III.

TEXTBOOK
Hurwitz, Al, & Day, Michael, Children and Their Art , (1995) Harcourt Brace College
Publishers, Fort Worth, TX.

IV.

COURSE DESCRIPTION
A discipline based approach to teaching art in secondary schools.

V.

RATIONALE
Art 441 is a course designed for students who plan to become art teachers in
Secondary School level. Students will render lesson plans; study classroom control
management; class structure; discipline; grading and evaluation; demonstration
performance; art and the law; History of Art Education along with budgeting
Administrative concerns as related to the classroom.

VI.

the
and
and
and

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to:
A. The student will read an explore the four divisions of the discipline-based art
education program promoted by the Getty Foundation, which will include the basic areas
of Art History, Studio Production, Art Criticism and Aesthetics.
B. The student will demonstrate competence in preparing a portfolio that follows the
criteria of the Mississippi Teacher Assessment.
C. The student will become acquainted with the design and implementation of a
personalized art education curriculum.
D. The student will research various teaching facilities, environments and art centers with
an ultimate goal to design their own functional and aesthetically pleasing teaching
facility.
E. Student will explore factors involved in the budgeting of art materials and supplies
which will equip them to create an exemplary budget for their art education program
design.
F. Student will research and develop a list of equipment and supplies needed to support
their curriculum design.
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G. Student will become acquainted with the general, local, school-wide administrative
structure and how it will affect their role as a teacher in that system.
H. The student will investigate various techniques and information related to the
structuring., coordinating and presentation of art exhibits.
I. The students will be made aware of available resources such as videos, books, and
periodicals.
J. The students will explore the availability and benefits of the in-house resources.
K. The student will become aware of an array of professional arts organizations and arts
advocacy groups.
L. The student will explore the availability of communications media such as radio,
television, and mail-outs.
M. The student will review a variety of Art Education Philosophy and Theory.
N. The student will be required to write their won philosophy of teaching.
O. The student will discuss the attributes of a balanced life as a teacher. This
exploration will take into consideration the personal areas of church, school, family,
career, vacations, avocations and the effective use of leisure time.
P. The student will explore legal concerns as it relates to the classroom in the general
and as it relates specifically to the art classroom and the teaching of art.
Q. The student will compile a list of art terms appropriate for classroom use within the
program design.
R. The student will compile a list of art terms appropriate for classroom use within the
program design.
S. The student will investigate the available salaries offered to teachers at the different
levels of educational achievement.
T. The student will gather information available relative to teacher retirement.
U. The student will explore the rudiments of the student teaching experience through the
framework of the levels of learning.
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VII.

COURSE TOPICS
The major topics to be considered are:
The student
The curriculum
The classroom
The budget
The discipline
The storage and management
The evaluation process
The administration
The exhibitions and presentations
The History of Art Education
The philosophy of Art Education (General and Personal)
The law as applied to Art Teaching
The participation in Art Teacher Organizations
The Art Teacher and Retirement

VIII.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS AND ACTIVITIES
Methods and activities for instruction will include:
Lecture and Discussion
Research and Critique
Notebook and/or Portfolio

IX.

ASSIGNMENTS
Research and make application of the Course Topics.
Teach a lesson before the instructor and the class - a dress presentation.
Present research and discuss
Observe classroom situations

X.

EVALUATION
The student will be responsible for the following:
A.
Notebook, Sketchbook and Tear-File combination
B.
Assignments, Quizzes and Class Participation in Discussions
C.
Unit Tests
D.
Final Project
E.
Final Examination
F.
Extraneous Class Contributions

XI.

GRADING SCALE
A
=
93-100
B+
=
89-92
B
=
85-88
C+
=
80-84
C
=
76-79
D
=
65-75
F
=
0-64
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I
=
“Incomplete may be given to a student who has been providentially
hindered from completing work required in a course – provided the student has made
prior arrangements with the faculty member to complete work at a later date. A grade of
I must be removed by the following semester or it becomes an F; it cannot be removed by
repeating the course.” (2000-2001Graduate Catalog, p. 32).

XII.

LIST OF MATERIALS
Notebook

XIII.

REFERENCES
A.
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